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Zoning Codes
CP  MG  R8  RL13
CV  ML  RG  RS12
IS  OS  RL10

Zones
CG

SOURCE: Normand Marchand, GIS Coordinator, Department of Communications, Town of North Providence, RI.

DISCLAIMER: This map is not a product of a Professional Lands Surveyor nor is it the official zoning map. It was created by North Providence GIS for general reference, informational, planning or guidance use and is not a legally authoritative source as to the location of natural or manmade features, nor legal zoning designations. The Town of North Providence makes no warranty, express or implied, related to the spatial accuracy, reliability, completeness, or currentness of this map. The official zoning map of the Town of North Providence is located at the Town’s Clerks office at Town Hall and can be viewed during normal business hours.